
The Shady Spot
A modular tensile canopy that brings shade, shelter
and a feeling of luxury to the outdoors without
blocking out the scenery you have come to enjoy.



The Shady Spot
Single Lounge

Create your outdoor lounge space with our Shady Spot, an
easy to put up architectural tensile canopy.
The Shady Spot creates a beautiful space to relax and unwind.

Sails: 1x 3m square sails
Poles: 2x Single point 2.4m

2x Single point 2m
Guys: 4x Twin guys
Anchors: 8x 450mm spiral anchor

Price: £399 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £749 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat and UK mainland delivery.

Accessorise with:
Candle lanterns
Lamp hangers on the guy ropes
The 70cm firepit with swing over grill
and built in oven
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The Shady Spot
Single Bedouin

To create our Single Bedouin we added more square sails all
around the single lounge, plus another raised sail at the front.
This gives wrap around sun protection creating a very cosy
space.
An ideal lounge for family groups.

Sails: 9x 3m square sails
Poles: 6x Double point 2.4m
Guys: 6x Twin guys
Anchors: 12x 450mm spiral anchor

18x 450mm straight steel peg

Price: £949 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £3999 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat and UK mainland delivery.

Accessorise with:
Candle lanterns
Lamp hangers on the guy ropes
The 70cm firepit with swing over grill
and built in oven
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The Shady Spot
Double Lounge

With layered sails overhead and 6 more sails around the back and sides,
providing plenty of shade throughout the day, then reflecting the fire and
lantern light for a cosy lounge into the evening.

Sails: 2x 3m square sails
7x 3m triangular sails

Poles: 6x Double point 2.4m
Guys: 6x Twin guys

2x Single guys
Anchors: 12x 450mm spiral anchor

8x 450mm straight steel peg

Price: £899 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £2999 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat and UK mainland delivery.

Accessorise with:
Candle lanterns
Lamp hangers on the guy ropes
The 120cm firepit with 4 swing over grills
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The Shady Spot
Triple Lounge - Original

Our first Shady Spot which works around a central firepit.
This setup gives you 3 cosy zones around the central opening, great for
larger groups, 3 couples, or a buffet table and 2 groups.
The enclosing sails provide plenty of shade throughout the day, then
reflecting the fire and lantern light for a cosy lounge into the evening.

Sails: 6x 3m square sails
4x 3m triangular sails

Poles: 9x Double point 2.4m
2x Half pole 1.2m

Guys: 11x Twin guys
Anchors: 22x 450mm spiral anchor

6x 450mm straight steel peg

Price: £1349 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £4339 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat and UK mainland delivery.

Accessorise with:
Candle lanterns
Lamp hangers on the guy ropes
The 90cm firepit with 3 swing over grills
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Our second Shady Spot which works around a central firepit.
This setup gives you 3 cosy zones around the central opening, great for
larger groups, 3 couples, or a buffet table and 2 groups.
The enclosing sails provide plenty of shade throughout the day, then
reflecting the fire and lantern light for a cosy lounge into the evening.

Sails: 15x 3m triangular sails
Poles: 6x Double point 2.4m
Guys: 6x Twin guys
Anchors: 12x 450mm spiral anchor

20x 450mm straight steel peg

Price: £1099 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £4199 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat and UK mainland delivery.

Accessorise with:
Candle lanterns
Lamp hangers on the guy ropes
The 90cm firepit with 3 swing over grills

The Shady Spot
Triple Lounge - Pure Triangles
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9x9m of overhead sails with wrap around side
protection give you a venue, a classroom, a yoga
studio and a creche.
As with all Shady Spots you can reconfigure your
layout to suit your needs. This one can also be setup
as 4x Single Lounges each with a square sail at the
rear and 4 triangle sails around.

Sails: 9x 3m square sails
17x 3m triangular sails

Poles: 16x Double point 2.4m
Guys: 16x Twin guys
Anchors: 32x 450mm spiral anchor

25x 450mm straight steel peg

Price: £2345 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £8999with fully waterproof sail

inc vat and UK mainland delivery.

Accessorise with:
Candle lanterns
Lamp hangers on the guy ropes
The 120cm firepit with 4 swing over grills

x4The Shady Spot
Nine Top
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It’s easy to just clip on another sail to your Shady Spot.
Helping it to meet the individual needs of you and your space

Price: £45 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £399 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat
not inc delivery

Price: £39 with breathable non-waterproof sail
Price: £244 with fully waterproof sail

inc vat
not inc delivery

Square sail side
1x 3m square sail
2x 450mm straight peg
4x Steel snap locks

Triangle sail side
1x 3m triangle sail
2x 450mm straight peg
3x Steel snap locks

The Shady Spot
Extra sail options
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A few of our other items to help
perfect your outdoor lounge space

Tea light candle lantern

Price: £9.20 inc vat
not inc delivery

Candles available:
Tea light (4hr burn)

100pk: £7.20
Sentinel tea light (8hr burn)

50pk: £12.50
12x50pk: £120

Pillar candle lantern

Price: £11.64 inc vat
not inc delivery

Candles available:
Pillar candle 6”

1pk: £4.20
6pk: £22.80

Lantern hanging kit

Price: £1.48 inc vat
not inc delivery

Simply pass the guy line through
the ring and clip on, then tension
the guy line as usual.

120cm Firepit
with 4 swing over grills
includes 130cm lid

Price: £1020 inc vat
inc UK mainland
delivery

Made from 5mm steel, these will
weather and rust developing
beautiful character from the start

90cm Firepit
with 3 swing over grills
includes 100cm lid

Price: £627 inc vat
inc UK mainland
delivery

Made from 3mm steel, these will
weather and rust developing
beautiful character from the start

70cm Firepit
with 1 swing over grill and a built in
oven underneath, includes 80cm lid

Price: £599 inc vat
inc UK mainland
delivery

Made from 3-4mm steel, these will
weather and rust developing
beautiful character from the start

The Shady Spot
Accessories
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We have tested and refined each of the parts that make up the Shady
Spot to ensure they all perform well.
Every type of Shady Spot can be setup by 1 person with no power tools.
Of course practise helps as does a second pair of hands!

Poles
Made from FSC northern European
soft wood, pressure treated and
finished with teak oil.
Reinforced with architectural alloy
grade 6063 aluminium.
Available in 3 lengths with single or
multiple connection points.

Guys
We use a jute rope with
polypropylene core. For great
appearance, handling and
strength.
We choose twin guy lines to secure
every pole, for increased stability.

Anchors
We use 450mm spiral ground
anchors for securing the guy lines.
You can wind these in by hand with
the turning bar we include with
your Shady Spot.
For securing sails that go to the
floor we use a 450mm straight
steel peg.
If your ground is particular rocky or
rooty, you can choose to have all
straight pegs with a couple of
spare, and we’ll reduce the price
accordingly.

Breathable non-waterproof sail
We love the open weave of our
standard sails, they are really
stress free. Even if setup in a hurry
they will not pool with water
suspended in the air. The fabric still
catches drizzle and light rain and
wicks it away to the edge.
185 gr/m2 HDPE with reinforced
edge seams and stainless steel
corner rings.

Fully waterproof sail
Sometimes being outdoors in the
heavy rain is great, or just
unavoidable. Then our heavy duty
waterproof sail is what you need.
Made from the same fabric as
large tipis and maritime canopies
it’s made to last.
250 gr/m2 polyester, PU coated,
anti UV, anti mildew, fire resistant,
with stainless steel corner rings.

The Shady Spot
Up Close
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Help & feedback
If you’re having trouble at all;
drop us a line or give us a call
and we’ll do what we can to help.
We’d love to hear how you’re
getting on; the things you love
and also the things you didn’t.
We are always looking to improve
and to add new bits, so please tell
us your thoughts!

Photos
We love photos and we love
having fun outside.
Please share your photos with us,
or tag us in them online.
facebook.com/hunteroutdoors.uk
instagram.com/hunteroutdoorsuk

Delivery
Small orders will be with you in
approximately 5 working days.
For larger orders we may need a
little longer (even up to 8 weeks
for colossal orders!). We can let
you know before you order and
then keep you up to date.

Contact
hello@hunteroutdoors.co.uk
01749 870 515 / 0797 064 7873
www.hunteroutdoors.co.uk



The Shady Spot
A modular tensile canopy that brings shade, shelter
and a feeling of luxury to the outdoors without
blocking out the scenery you have come to enjoy.

Mats
The foundation for your
outdoor lounge space.

Enamelware
Beautifully well made, solid and reliable.
Why drink out of anything less when relaxing outdoors?

Hammocks
There is something so very peaceful
about unwinding in a hammock.
With a great view, a gripping book or
just a moment to yourself.

With these great hammocks and stands
from ENO you don’t even need to find
those perfectly placed pair of trees.

They assemble easily without any tools
and look great with their elegant simple
lines.

The Bloomsbury
The most comfortable chair
we’ve found that folds up.

Lighting
Great looking lanterns and candelabras to see by
and to add some sparkle to your time outdoors.

Firepits
Steel firepits for feasts with friends.
Nothing beats cooking with fire in the fresh air,
followed by relaxing around it later with a view
of the stars above.

Boards
Timber boards for entertaining.
For serving a platter, carving a joint, kneading pizzas,
chopping fruit for the family, a personal cheese board
for everyone or a cheese mountain to marvel at.
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